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Cassek, Ellison, and F?ister have shown that there is a positive semidetite 
function of R(x, y) that is not the sum of three squares. In this paper positive 
definite functions of R(x, y) are found having the same property. The proof 
involves showing the nonexistence of points on some elliptic curves defined 
over C(x), and extends the methods of [l]. 
Pfister showed in [4] that every positive semidefinite function in 
W, ,..., XJ is a sum of 2” squares of functions in R(x, ,..., x,). In general 
it is not known whether there are either positive definite or positive 
semidefinite functions of n variables that are not the sum of fewer than 2” 
squares. Cassels, Ellison, and Pf%ter [l] have shown that there is a positive 
semidefinite function of two variables that is not the sum of three squares 
of elements of R(x, v); namely, 1 + x4v2 + y4x2 - 3x2y2. In this paper we 
find strictly positive definite functions in R(x, y) that are not the sum of 
three squares in R(x, y); for example (1 + 250~~3~ + x(x + 3)3 y2. 
As in [l], the proof involves determining the points defined over C(x) on 
an elliptic curve Y2 = X(X - a + 2b)(X - a - 2b), where a, b are in 
Q(x). The points defined over C(x) are all defined over K(x) where K is 
some normal algebraic number field. The Galois group of K/Q acts on the 
group of K(x) points and we use this action to show that if our curve has 
points of infinite order over C(x), then one of an infinite set of other 
elliptic curves has points over k(x), where k is a fixed algebraic number 
field. Then by choosing the initial curve carefully we ensure that each of 
the infinite set of curves has no points in some completion of k(x). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Proposition 1 is proved in [l] and restated here for convenience. The 
results concerning isogenies are from the general theory of elliptic curves. 
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Let F(x, u) = 1 + ay2 + b2y4 where a, b E Q[x]. F is positive definite if 
for each t E R 1 + a(t) z + b2(t) zz = 0 has complex or negative roots, 
that is either 
a2(t) - 4b2(t) < 0 or a(t) >, 0, for each t E R. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose Q and b satisfy the above conditions. Then F is 
the sum of three squares in R(x, y) if, and only if there is a point (01, /3) 
defined over R(x) on the curve V-l : - Y2 = X(X2 - 2aX + a2 - 4b2) 
with CL and -(a2 - 2ao1 + a2 - 4b2) both positive semide$nite. Call such 
points of V-l “special.” 
For each d E C* let %9 be the curve dY2 = X(X2 - 2aX + a2 - 4b2) 
and 9 be the curve dY2 = X(X2 + 4aX + 16b2), and abbreviate V to %?. 
Denote the points at infinity by o and or, respectively. %? has three points 
of order two p,, = (0, 0), n+ = (a + 2b, 0), p- = (a - 2b, 0). For any 
field K, extending Q(x), let VKd, aKd be the group of points on Vd, Bd, 
respectively, defined over K. 
There are isogenies 13~ : gd ---f W, l$ : gd ---f W, given by 
4(% fn = (-g (a2 - 16b”) /3 , 8a2 ), if 01 # 0, C&(0, 0) = 0,(0’) = 0, 
dp 
82(% PI = (7 3 
(a” - a2 + 4b”) /? 
1 112 ’ 
if n =f 0, B,(p,) = 0,(o) = 0’. 
The 6J12 and e2fIl are multiplication by 2 on VP and ad, respectively. The 
images 0,(9,d) and tY2(VKd) are the kernels of maps qua : VKd - K*/K*2 
and q+ : 5BKd ---f K*/K*2; respectively, where 
VA”, B) = dcuK*2, if 01 # 0, 
am = (a” - 4b2) K*2, ~40) = K*2, 
and 
cp2(w PI = daK*2, if 01 # 0, 
q2(0,0) = q2(o’) = K*2. 
Define q~, : gKd -+ (K*/K*2)3 by 
~~(01, j3) = (oldK*2, (a - a + 2b) dK*2, (a - a - 2b) dK*2), if/3 #O, 
tp3(po) = ((a2 - 4b2) K*2, (-a + 2b) dK*2, (-a - 2b) dK*2), 
&J+) = ((a + 2b) dK*2, 4bdK*2, 4b(a + 2b) K*2), 
&p-) = ((a - 2b) dK*2, -4b(a + 2b) K*2, -4bdK*2), 
opt = (K*2, K*2, K*3. 
Then q3 is a homomorphism with kernel 2WKd. 
641/S/2-7 
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LEMMA 1. Let k be afield extension of Q in which b and a2 - 4b2 split 
into linear factors. Take K = C(x) and d = 1. Then representatives for the 
image of y3 can be chosen in k(x). 
Proof. From the above it is clear that if /3 = 0 representatives for 
&01, /3) can be chosen in Q(x). If (ar, /3) E %‘ctr) and p # 0 we may write 
01 = 8/#2, #l = x/V where 0, X, ZJ are in C[x] and 0 and $ are coprime. 
Let 0 = fA2, 8 - (a - 2b) #” = gB2, 19 - (a + 2b) I,F = hC2, where f, 
g, h are square-free polynomials. Then fghA2B2C2 = x2, so fgh E K*2, 
v3(au, /I) = (fK*2, gK*2, hK*3. Sincef, g, h are square-free and fgh E K*2, 
they have no common factor and we may write f = j&, g = fi j, h = f2 j 
with fi , f2 , j E C[xJ. Then fi ](a - 2b), f2 [(a + 2b), and j I b. So fi , 
f2 ,j~kbl. 
2. POINTS OF INFINITE ORDER 
V is not birationally equivalent to a curve over C unless a = Ac2, 
b = pc2 for some A, p E C and c E C[x]. Henceforth, we shall assume that 
this is not the case. Hence, by the function field analog of the Mordell- 
Weil theorem, [3], Vccz) is finitely generated. Each point of ‘%‘c(o) is 
defined over some K,(x), where K, is a finite extension of Q. Thus, there is 
a normal extension K,/k, such that Vc(z) = %‘X1(3c) . Let r = Gal(K/k). 
Then r acts on %c(,) . r also acts on the image of q3 . But by Lemma 1 
this action is trivial. Since v3 commutes with the actions of I’ we have 
proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. r acts on V,-cr) and the induced action on g/2% is trivial. 
LEMMA 3. Let r be ajinite group and A a finitely generated torsion free 
abelian group on which r acts. If I’ induces the trivial action on A/2A then 
there is a basis {ai} such that for all a E r, uai = &ai . 
Proof: Replacing r by a quotient group if necessary, we may assume 
that r acts faithfully on A. 
(i) Let a E A and assume inductively on m that for all cr of odd order 
a - aa E 2”A. (This is true for m = 1 and all a since r acts trivially on 
A/2A.) Let T = u@+l)j2, where n is the order of u. Then T is of odd order 
and r2 = U. So by the inductive hypothesis a - ra = 2mb for some b E A. 
a - era = a - 7a + T(a - Ta) = 2m(b + Tb) = 2”+lb + 2m(b - Tb) But 
b - rb E 2A, so a - aa E 2 m+lA, which proves the inductive step. 
Therefore a - ua E nz=, 2”A = (0). That is, a = ua. Hence u = 1 and 
r has no nontrivial elements of odd order. 
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(ii) Ifo~~isoforder2,letA+=(a]aa=a}andA~=(ajoa= 
-a>. Letu~A2u=(u+ou)+(u-uu)~A++A-.Butu-uoa~2A, 
say a - au = 2b Then a + uu = 2(b + uu). Hence u(2b) = -2b 
and u(2(b + ~a)) = 2(b + au). Since A is torsion free, b E A- and (b + uu) E 
A+. Therefore a = b + (b + au) E A- @ A+ . So A = A- @ A,. 
(iii) Suppose 7 E I’ is of order 4; u = 72 is of order 2, so A- is non- 
empty. Let a be an element of A- not divisible by 2, then -ru = a + 2c for 
somecEA,andrc=c+2dforsomedEA. 
-u=uu=~~u=ru+2~c=a+4c+4d, 2a = -4(c -7 d), 
so a -3 -2(c + d), contradicting our hypothesis. Thus there are no 
elements of order 4 in r. 
(iv) Then l-’ has exponent 2 and is therefore abelian. Now we prove 
the lemma by induction on n, the order of r. The lemma is trivial if 
n = 1. If n > lr has a subgroup G of index 2. Let u $ G and A+, A- be 
as above. Since .F is abelian, A+ and A- are invariant under G and so by 
the inductive hypothesis we can choose bases (ai j 1 .< i < s) and 
{ai / s + 1 < i < t} of A+ and A-, respectively, so that for all T E G 
TUi = &tai . Then for all p E r, p = UT with T  E G and pai T= &ni . This 
completes the proof. 
Let % be the group of points of finite order in Vc(rf and r = Gal(K,/k). 
Then we can apply Lemma 3 to A = ‘ZC(JF. Let {ai / 1 < i < tj be 
representatives in V?c(.) of a basis of A such that uai = $ai mod R, for 
all u E r. Let m be the order of 9. Then u(mq) = fmai . Therefore 
mai E Vi&, where k(dt’“) is the fixed field of {u E r / uma, = ma<). We 
have now proved the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k be us in Lemma 1 and m be the order of 3. Then 
there are d, , 1 < i < t, in k* such that rn+fC(,) C V&, U:,, ,..., %$,, . 
COROLLARY. If for all d E k* the image of q1 : W&, ---f C(x)*/C(x)*” 
is the image of the points of order two and the image of ~~ : 9& --f 
c(x)*/c(x)*2 is trivial, then there are no points of injinite order on %‘c(z) or 
69 C(s) .
Proof. Let %?c~ be infinite. Then so is %$s, for some d E k*, by 
Proposition 2. We can choose a E %?& so that none of a, a + p,, , a f p+ , 
a + p- are divisible by two. Suppose Im(w) = (1, vlpO , qlp+ , IQ~-) and 
Im(v,) = {l}, then one of a, a + pO , a + p+ , a + p- is in ker v1 . Say 
a E ker ql. Then a E Im(Q, say a = t9,b with b E 9&, . v2b = 1 so 
b E Im(O,), say b = 0,~ with c E V&,, . Then a = B,B,c = 2c, a contra- 
diction that proves the corollary. 
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3. POINTS OF FINITE ORDER 
We shall suppose that a2 - 4b2, a + 26, a - 2b are neither positive 
nor negative semidefinite. First, this implies that none of no, p+ , p- is 
special. Secondly a2 - 4b2, a + 2b, a - 2b are not squares in C(x). Hence 
the points of order two on V are not in ker qua = Im(6,) and thus not in 
the image of 8,6, (multiplication by 2). So there are no points of order 4 
in %c(Z) . If a = (a, /3) ’ is a pomt of odd order, n, on %Z&,, then a: # 0. 
a = 2[((n + 1)/2) a] = 0,(0,((n + 1)/2) a). So a is in the image of e1 : 
=%L, -+ %:d . Therefore yla = Ran, that is --a: E Ran. So cy is not 
positive semidefinite and a is not special. 
Indeed Hellegouarch [2] has proved that a curve defined over k[x] not 
birationally equivalent to one defined over k cannot have a point of 
prime order greater than three. A point of order three on Vc(.) is of the 
form (01, /3) where a is a root of 301~ - 8aar3 + 6(a2 - 4b2) C? + (a2 - 
4b2)2 = 0 It is easy to check that for the curves we consider later there are 
no such points. 
4. VALUATIONS 
In this section we describe some restrictions imposed by local considera- 
tions on a solution to the equation 
dY2 = X(X2 - 2AX + C), (4.1) 
where A, C E k(x), and look in more detail at a particular example. 
Let u be an additive valuation of k(x), trivial on k. If P = QR2 + S 
with P, Q, R, SE k(x); P, Q, R nonzero and u(S) > u(P), then we shall 
write P N Q. In other words P/Q is a square in the completion (k(x))v of 
k(x) with respect to o. So N is an equivalence relation. 
Suppose the curve (4.1) has a point (a, p) defined over k(x) with j3 # 0. 
We can write (Y = fd2 where f is a square-free polynomial in k[x]. Let 
y = @or-l and D = A2 - C. Then 
dfy2 = cz2 - 2Aar + C (4.2) 
and 
dfy2 = (a - A)2 - D. (4.3) 
It is useful to discover when either a2 or C has the smallest value 
of the terms on the right of (4.2). First, ~(a”) is the least value when 
v(a) < min(v(A), l/2 v(C)). Then df w 1. v(C) is the least value when 
v(a) > max(l/2v(C), v(C) - v(A)). Then df -, C. The following lemma is 
a reformulation of these conditions. 
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LEMMA 4. (i) For valuations with v(A) >, 1/2v(C) either v(a) = 1/20(C) 
ordfm 1 ordfw C. 
(ii) For valuations with v(A) < 1/2v(C) either v(A) < v(a) < v(C) - 
v(A) or dfw 1 or df w C. 
We now take a particular example. Let a = x(x + p)” - l/21& b = 
1/49x where ,u, v E Q and v > p > 0. Let w  be a cube root of unity and 
k = Q(W). 
a - 2b = x(x + p - v)(x + t.~ - wv)(x f p - W”V) = x[(x + p)3 - v”] 
a + 2b = x(x + p)3 
Thus a? - 4b2 and b split into linear factors over k. If x > v - p or 
x < -p then a(x) > 0 and if -p < x < v - p then (a” - 4b2) < 0. So 
F(x, u) = 1 + ay2 + b2y4 is positive definite as in section 1. Also all of the 
assumptions of Sections 2 and 3 hold. 
Let A = a, C = a2 - 4b*, D = 4b2. Then the curve Vd is given by (4.1). 
Suppose a = (01, j3) is a point on Vd,,,, with pIa = fC(x)** # C(x)*“. 
First, take z’ to be any valuation with v(C) = 0. Now v(A) Z 0. By 
Lemma 4(i) either v(a) = 0 or df - something with value 0, so in either 
case v(j) is even. Since f is a square-free polynomial u(f) = 0. Hence 
f I x(x + /4(x + p - “XX + p - WV)@ + p - o”v). 
Second, take v to be v, , the degree valuation. v(A) = -4, v(C) = -8 
and by Lemma 4(i) v(j) is even, that is the degree offis even. 
&J+) = x(x + p) C(x)*“, so replacing a by a + p+ , if necessary, we 
may suppose that x ff. Further, ~1(p0) = (x + p)[(x + P)~ - v”] C(x)** 
so by also adding p,, if necessary, we may suppose that (x + p) -rf. 
Therefore f = e(x - x2)(x - x3) where e E k* and e is unique upto 
multiplication by a square in k*, and x1 , xz, x3 is some permutation of 
1’ - p, WV - p, dv - p. 
Again let 1’ = v, . Now C - 1 and f - e, so by Lemma 4(i) either 
de E k*2 or z:(a) = l/2 v(C) = -4. Suppose v(a) = -4, then v(D) = -2 
and, unless OL - A, v(a - A) = -4. Then from (4.3) df Tv (a - A)2 - 1. 
Therefore if v(a) = -4 either 01 - A or de E k**. Since A - 1 and 01 N e 
we have the following: 
either e or de E k*2. (4.4) 
Next, let c = v,, , the valuation corresponding to the polynomial x. 
v(A) = 1, z(C) = 2, and v(a) is even. By Lemma 4(i) df - 1 or df - C. 
But C - p3(p3 - 9) = -~3x1x2x3 and f - exzxs . Therefore 
either dex2xa or -depxl E ks2 (4.5) 
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Putting (4.4) and (4.5) together, we have either 
(i) x2x3 E k*2 or -pxl E k*2; or 
(ii) e E k*2 and d E x2xsk*2 or d E -pxlk*2. 
We shall later choose p, v so that (i) does not hold. So suppose (ii) holds. 
Wemaytakee= 1. 
Let Y = rqz, the valuation corresponding to (x - x2). v(A) = 0, 
u(C) = 1, v(f) = 1 so ~(a) is odd. By Lemma 4(ii) df m 1 or df w C or 
v(a) = 1. The first of these cannot hold since u(f) = 1. The second is 
equivalent to 4x2 - x3) E (x2 + ,4(x2 - x1)(x2 - x3) k*2, that is 
d E 4x2 - XI) k*2 (4.6) 
since xz + p = wiv and C E k*2. 
Finally if V(B) = 1 then u(d) = 0. Dividing (4.2) by f we get 
dr2 = f@ - 2~8~ + x2(x + /.q (x - xlj (4.7) 
A = (a - 2b) + 2b and (x - x2)1 a - 2b. Therefore A&) = 1/29x2 
(x2 + P)~ = (A)” = v3. Evaluating (4.7) at x = xz we get 
4dxz)12 = 4x2[~(x2>12 + X~~VYXZ - x3. 
That is dS2 + vx2T2 represents v(x2 - x1). Notice that if (4.6) holds then 
dS2 + vx2T2 represents vh2 - xl) with T = 0. To sum up we have 
proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. If there is a point a, not of order two, on V&, for some 
d E k*, with ~~(a) # Cam then either 
(i) x2x8 E k*2 or -pxl E k*2; or 
(ii) one of 
and 
~2x2s~ + vx2T2, 
--ll.xJ2 4- vx2T2 
represents v(x2 - xl) over k. 
In fact these are conditions for 
edY2 = e2(x - x2)(x - x9) X4 - 2eAX2 + x2(x + ,u)~ (x - xl) 
(4.8) 
W) 
to have points in the various completions of k(x) we have considered. 
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The main battle is over. Now we must look at the rather easier case of 
the curve ghd,,,, . Put A = -2a, C = 16b2, D = 4(a2 - 4b3. Then the 
curve gd is given by (4.1). Suppose a = (01, /3) is a point on Z&, with 
cp2(a) # Cam. As before we can deduce that f / C so f [ x. Therefore we 
may writef = ex with e E k*. Let 2) = urz. Then v(A) = u(C) = 0, v(D) = 1 
and Cm 1. By Lemma 4(i), v(a) = 0 or df M 1. If v(a) = 0 then 
~(a - A)2 = 0 or u(ol - A)2 > u(D). The second case is impossible for 
then the right-hand side of (4.3) would have value 1 and the left-hand side 
even value. So dfy2 N (a - A)2, that is, df - 1. Thus in all cases df- I. 
In other words dexz E k*2. Similarly dexs E k*2 and so x2x3 E k*2. 
LEMMA 6. rf there is a point a on B&., for some ds k* with F2(a) # 
Cam, then x2x3 E k*2. 
5. SQUARES IN Q(O) 
We find in this section some sufficient conditions on EL, v for the require- 
ments of Lemmas 5 and 6 to fail. There are many alternative choices of a 
congruence condition on p and v such that neither (4.8) nor (4.9) represents 
v(xs - x1). We have chcsen the easiest to prove. 
LEMMA 7. Let v > p > 0 and x1, x2, x3 be a permutation of v - p, 
WV-p,w”v-p. If v2-vpfp2$Q*2 and 3(~--p)p$Q*~ then 
x2x2 $ k*2 and -pxl $ k*2. 
ProoJ: If a E Q n k*2 then a E Q*2 or -3a E Q*2. If a E k*z\Q then 
Normkd4 E Q *2. --+x1 = +v - p) or -p(wv - p) or its conjugate. 
Further, since none of -p(v - lu>, 3&v - p), $7~2 - vp + ~2) are in 
Q*2, -pxl $ k*2. Similarly x2x3 = (v - ~)(wv - p) or its conjugate, or 
v2 - VP + p2 and since -3(v2 - VP + ~2) is negative, x2x3 $ k*2. 
LEMMA 8. If p, v E: Z, p = (-3)” A, where 3 r A, n >, 1, h z --(mod 3), 
then neither (4.8) nor (4.9) represents v(x2 - xl) over k. 
Proof. Let n = (-3)1/2, then x1 = x2 z x3 E v(mod v). So rr j v(x2 - 
xl), but rr2 ‘i v(x2 - x1). Suppose (4.8) represents v(x2 - x1). Then n r S 
and v r T, so x2x3 + VX~(T/S)~ 3 0 (mod n). Thus - 1 is a square mod n; 
a contradiction. In (4.9) replace S by ST-” to obtain --Xx,S2 + vx2T2. By 
the same argument as before, this cannot represent v(xz - xi). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Putting together Lemmas 5-8, and the corollary to the proposition we 
deduce 
THEOREM. Let p, v be integers with 0 <t~ < v, 3 ] p, TV = (--3)nh, 
3 TX, h = -v(mod 3), and ~,u(v -/A) and v2 - VP + t.9 not integer 
squares. Then the &rue 
Y2 = X(X - x(x + /@)(X - x(x + p)3 + 9x) (6.1) 
has no points of infinite order defined over C(x). 
By the remark at the end of Section 3, we can see that (6.1) has no 
points, other than those of order two, defined over C(x). 
COROLLARY. With the above conditions 
F(x, y) = x(x + E1.j3Y2 + (1 + l/4v3xy2)2 
is a positive definite form and is not the sum of three squares in R(x, y). 
A small numerical example is given by p = 3, v = 10, 
F(x, y) = x(x + 3)3 y2 + (1 + 250~~~)~. 
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